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This lovely red bikini, shown off  by carrot-
juice guzzling supermodel Carcinogen 
Crumb, displays the curvaceous female 
form to its fullest advantage.

Stunning geometric shapes are perfect 
for displaying shapely legs.

Bathing boots. Just right for beach, 
mountains, desert, or infantry.

One can have loads of  
fun with this flesh-like  
model. Inflatable and 
includes detachable 
bathing suit.

☞



III

☝
How’d you like to get into these
pants?

Police lineup photo. This incestuous threesome was 
busted for lewd pranks on the dunes by corrupt 
undercover immigration agents in W.  Steubenville, 
Ohio, in 1971. 

Sylvester Burl Beasley, seated, is famed for 
championship breaststroke swimming wearing 
full uniform, shoes, spare change, and handcuffs. 

Model Giacomo “Johnny Sausage” 
Bonanno, 1875 S. Alameda Avenue, 
Apt. 3-G, Denver, Colorado, 80201, 
wears mustache as disguise because 
he’s in the federal witness protection 
program.
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In this exclusive suit collection, a delicious red Honeycrisp apple is 
included with each bathing suit. Apple can be eaten or worn under bra.

Rare Topps Bubble Gum trading card. Sold at Sotheby Park Benet auction at $950,000.

Daphne Lakisha Espinoza, 
point guard for the Chicago 
Bulls, poses seductively on the 
restricted beach at Long 
Branch, New Jersey.

This is not water

This is n
ot

 sky

This is not

 a trading card
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Spunky boy models were introduced by their 
Sunday School teacher, Edgar Ronny 
Nicholson, now incarcerated. Taller boy in 
paisley is actually the youngest.

Before she became Empress of  
Japan, Gensho Sakuramachi 
modeled swimwear in Prague. 

This stunning number is 
patterned after the very one 

Al Capone wore at Alcatraz.☟

When not posing as a sultry 
supermodel, Effie Rosanne Gutierrez 
is mayor of  Minneapolis. Note: on 
her forehead a stick-on star given to 
her by her first grade teacher for 
relatively good attendance.

KEEP YER

HANDS

OFF ME!
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These versatile ensembles are suitable for play, sex, 
or business wear. Includes hat and cane. Currently 
available only in yellow (not shown).

A marvel of  technology, this amazing 
swimsuit has no back or rear and is held in 
place by four phillips-head screws.

Designed to be worn top or bottom, this sturdy 
frock is the chamois of  choice among bums 
who wash perfectly clean car windows at stop 
lights under overpasses.

Brother and sister Odis and Adela Carney 
pose in their interchangeable swimming suits. 
Odis is on right. No, left. No, right.
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Discovered in a prehistoric cave in France, these 
trunks are displayed at the Starbucks in Dayton, 
Ohio. Replicas available for $9.98 (large only).

Official organic farming swim team.

These annoying trunks are designed 
primarily for self-administered eye 
and diabetes exams.
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The green garden hose (below) is just one 
of  the matching swimsuit accessories 
displayed by luscious Ukrainian model 
Hortense Byrd.

These red trunks, as worn by the hunk on the cover, 
magically turn wimps into a super-heros. Note: a 
free blonde is included with each pair. Order now!

These girls discovered too late there were no bathroom facilities at this 

beach on Lake Erie. Fortunately, it was high tide.
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Members of  the same Mississippi family, wearing the latest swim 
fashions, relax on a quiet, secluded beach in Nova Scotia. Note: 
Arrow clearly shows the current Governor of  Mississippi posing 
nude.

A popular evangelical beach game among the various sexes ushered in a new era of  religious 
promiscuity in Europe in 2006, and is now a respected Vatican Encyclical.

Gay couple in swim garb at their wedding in Utah. Note: Unidentified man on right is seeking Republican Presidential nomination.
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